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Meshing quality of the discrete model influences the accuracy, convergence, and efficiency of the solution for fractured network
system in geological problem. However, modeling andmeshing of such a fractured network system are usually tedious and difficult
due to geometric complexity of the computational domain induced by existence and extension of fractures.The traditional meshing
method to deal with fractures usually involves boundary recovery operation based on topological transformation, which relies on
many complicated techniques and skills. This paper presents an alternative and efficient approach for meshing fractured network
system. The method firstly presets points on fractures and then performs Delaunay triangulation to obtain preliminary mesh by
point-by-point centroid insertion algorithm.Then the fractures are exactly recovered by local correction with revised dynamic grid
deformation approach. Smoothing algorithm is finally applied to improve the quality of mesh. The proposed approach is efficient,
easy to implement, and applicable to the cases of initial existing fractures and extension of fractures. The method is successfully
applied tomodeling of two- and three-dimensional discrete fractured network (DFN) system in geological problems to demonstrate
its effectiveness and high efficiency.

1. Introduction

The progress of computer hardware and software techniques
has made it possibile to analyze large-scale engineering prob-
lems in detail by numerical solution, for example, the finite
element method. The key to success of the method depends
very much on proper discretization or meshing, especially
for those problems with complicated three-dimensional geo-
metric domain. The quality of mesh has been known to
affect significantly both the efficiency and the accuracy of
the numerical solution [1]; therefore, to achieve high quality
mesh is always a goal for researchers. This paper focuses on
initial mesh generation and remeshing during deformation
in numerical simulation of fractured network system in
geological problems.

Modeling and simulation of geological problems are
usually tedious and time consuming. DFNs have a rather
complex geometry, especially in three-dimensional case. Ini-
tial fractures exist in such fractured network system, and new
fractures will be created during deformation of geological

media. The existence of fractures, especially the extension
of the fractures, brings lots of troubles in mesh generation
of DFNs. Geometric constraints induced by fractures signif-
icantly increase degree of difficulty of meshing algorithm.
Another problem that must be faced is the efficiency of
meshing algorithm. Usually, a model of fractured network
system in practical engineering problems may include many
fractures. If more than 30 fractures are considered in three
dimensional case, a hundred million elements of mesh may
be needed to work on.

Many methods are developed to discretize complex frac-
tured media; however, due to the complexity of the problem,
most of them have been used for simple fractured configu-
rations [2]. For example, Blessent et al. [3] developed a new
method to discretize nonplanar fractures. Their approach
generates fine tetrahedrons close to fractures and identifies
certain tetrahedron faces as fracture faces. That method effi-
ciently approximates single-fracture configuration. However,
the method becomes computationally costly and difficult to
implement for complex fractured media [2].
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To exactly construct fracture boundaries, the so-called
boundary recovery operation based on topological trans-
formation [4–7] is usually involved. This operation relies
on many complicated skills and is not easy to implement.
This paper presents an alternative and efficient approach
for meshing the fractured network system. The method
firstly presets points on fractures, and performs Delaunay
triangulation to obtain preliminary mesh by point-by-point
centroid insertion algorithm. The fractures are then exactly
recovered by local correction with dynamic grid deforma-
tion approach. The proposed method is efficient, easy to
implement, and applicable to the cases of initial existing
fractures and extension of fractures. It can exactly construct
fracture boundaries without doing complicated topological
transformation operations.

In this paper, point-by-point centroid insertion algorithm
for Delaunay triangulation and generation of preliminary
mesh are given in Section 2. Then in Section 3, an efficient
local correction approach based on revised dynamic grid
deformation is presented to exactly recover fracture bound-
aries. A smoothing procedure by error-based quality metric
is developed to improve the quality of mesh in Section 4.
Two- and three-dimensional examples are given to illustrate
performance of the proposed method in Section 5. Finally
in Section 6, it is concluded that the approach presented
in this paper is applicable to modeling of two- and three-
dimensional discrete fractured network (DFN) system in
geological problems for both cases of initial existing fractures
and extension of fractures with high efficiency.

2. Generation of Preliminary Mesh

Complexity of meshing for fractured network system is com-
ing from geometric constraints induced by fracture bound-
aries. The so-called boundary recovery operation based on
topological transformation is usually involved in exact recov-
ery of the fracture boundaries. This operation relies on many
complicated skills and is not easy to implement. In this paper
we present an alternative way to recover the fracture bound-
aries. Preliminary mesh is firstly generated by point-by-point
centroid insertion algorithm without considering boundary
recovery. Then the fracture boundaries are exactly recovered
by local correction with revised dynamic grid deformation
approach. To avoid the topological transformation will raise
the efficiency of meshing tremendously. This section firstly
introduces point-by-point centroid insertion algorithm.

2.1. Point-by-Point Centroid Insertion Algorithm [8]. There
exist many triangulation possibilities for a given set of
points. Among them, the so-called Delaunay triangulation
is the most commonly used unstructured triangulation due
to its large class of well-defined properties, such as the
well-known empty circumcircle or circumsphere property.
Point-insertion algorithms [9] can be employed to construct
Delaunay triangulation. An initial triangulation is firstly
constructed to cover the whole region to be meshed. Then
mesh points are put in a list and inserted sequentially into the
existing triangulation using the Bowyer-Watson algorithm

[10, 11] or Lawson algorithm [12]. The final mesh is obtained
when all points from the list have been inserted.

Many works [13–15] have been done to raise the efficiency
of the algorithm. In this paper, the point-by-point centroid
insertion algorithm [8], which is one of the fastest triangu-
lation algorithms known by authors, is adopted to generate
the preliminary mesh due to its efficiency and robustness.
A group of double link data structure corresponding to
element inserting coefficient (EIC) is developed to elimi-
nate the searching for the element with maximum EIC in
the point-by-point centroid insertion algorithm. Adjacency
search, double linked element list, random direction search,
adjacency rotation, and heredity of geometrical quantities are
applied to increase the efficiency of mesh generation. The
main steps of the algorithm are summarized as follows:

(a) generate points on boundary surface of the domain;
(b) construct an initial triangulation to completely cover

the domain;
(c) insert points on boundary surface by Bowyer-Watson

algorithm;
(d) delete topological nonconforming elements;
(e) insert centroid of element by Bowyer-Watson algo-

rithm until EIC for every element is zero.

2.2. Presetting Points on Fracture Boundaries. The geometric
data of fractures must be analyzed and modified if necessary
to ensure the applicability for mesh generation and the finite
element simulation [16]. Some tiny fractures are removed or
merged into the big ones. Then points along fracture bound-
aries are inserted in advance according to predefined element
size.Thus the fractures are confined by these presetting points
and described or constructed in some sense (see Figure 1 for
2D illustration).

2.3. Generation of Preliminary Mesh. With the retained all
predefined points on fractures, the next step is to generate
the preliminary mesh for whole computational region by
point-by-point centroid insertion algorithm. The points on
outer boundaries and the preset points on fractures are firstly
inserted (see Figure 2 for 2D illustration). Then continue
to insert centroid of element successively by the algorithm
introduced in Section 2.1 to generate the so-called prelimi-
nary mesh (see Figure 3). In this process we do not consider
the recovery of the boundary to maintain fractures; thus
the meshing algorithm is rather simple to implement and
remains of high efficient performance.

3. Local Correction Approach by
Dynamic Grid Deformation

Generally, the above approach cannot guarantee the geomet-
ric integrity for each fracture boundary. In Figure 3we can see
that the fracture is not exactly constructed. Such undesired
configuration may happen quite often in random three-
dimensional DFN systems. It is mandatory to perform geo-
metric local correction, whichmodifies slightly the boundary
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FracturePreset point

Figure 1: Presetting points on fracture.

Figure 2: Delaunay triangulation by point-by-point insertion.

of the fractures. In this section, a local correction approach
based on revised dynamic grid deformation to exactly recover
fracture boundaries is presented, which searches approximate
fracture boundary first.

3.1. Searching for Approximate Fracture Boundaries. Consider
a 2D fracture boundary 𝑃

1
-𝑃
2
shown in Figure 4(a); the

procedure to search its approximate fracture boundary (see
Figure 4(b)) consists of 5 main steps described as follows.

(1) Construct the list of adjacent nodes (AP-List) for
all the nodes in the preliminary mesh. For example,
the AP-List corresponding to node 𝑃 in Figure 4(c)
consists of all the black nodes around P.

(2) Denote all the nodes on approximate fractural bound-
ary as AFB-List. Add 𝑃

1
into AFB-List, and let 𝑃 = 𝑃

1
.

(3) If the AP-List of node 𝑃 contains 𝑃
2
: add 𝑃

2
to the

AFB-List, end searching, go to (5); else, go to (4).
(4) Search a node 𝑆 in AP-List for 𝑃, if node 𝑆 satisfies

the following three conditions: add 𝑆 into AFB-List,
let 𝑃 = 𝑆, and go to (3).

(a) Consider ⇀𝑃𝑆 ⋅ ⇀𝑃𝑃
2
> 0.

(b) Nodes S, P, and V are not in the same triangle
element, where V is the previously included
node in AFB-List just in front of P.

(c) Node 𝑆 is nearer to line 𝑃
1
-𝑃
2
than any other

node which is in AP-List and satisfies (a) and
(b).

(5) All the nodes in AFB-List composed a polygonal line
which can be treated as the approximate fracture
boundary.

Figure 3: Preliminary mesh without recovery of fracture boundary.

After finding the approximate fracture boundaries (see
Figure 4(b)), a local correction approach by revised dynamic
grid deformation can be employed to exactly recover fracture
boundaries. The following subsection gives the dynamic grid
deformation algorithm which is originally proposed by Liu
et al. [17].

3.2. Dynamic Grid Deformation Algorithm. Dynamic grid
algorithm [17–24] is one of the key techniques in numerical
simulation of fluid-structure interaction problems, where
the mesh has to dynamically change to cover the changed
solution domain. Due to the efficiency, themesh deformation
approach is one of the most desirable categories of the
dynamic grid method.

The widely used mesh deformation methods include
spring analogy [18, 19] and elastic solid based methods [20,
21]. Liu et al. [17] proposed a simple and efficient method for
dynamic grid deformation. This method is based on Delau-
nay graph mapping of the original mesh. A Delaunay graph
of the solution domain is firstly generated. The geometric
movement is carried out using the Delaunay graph with ease
and efficiency. The original grid is then mapped back onto
the deformed Delaunay graph to provide the new mesh. The
main steps of the method are summarized as follows:

(a) generate the Delaunay graph of the original mesh by
outer and inner boundary points;

(b) locate the mesh points in the Delaunay graph, and
calculate the relative area/volume ratio coefficients
(actually the area/volume coordinates) for each mesh
point;

(c) move the Delaunay graph according to the specified
boundary change;

(d) relocate/map the mesh points in the moved Delaunay
graph according to the relative area/volume ratio
coefficients.

3.3. Local Correction by Revised Dynamic Grid Deforma-
tion. The above noniterative algebraic approach is easy to
implement and works for any type of mesh. In the whole
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Figure 4: Searching approximate fracture boundaries for a real fracture 𝑃
1
-𝑃
2
.

procedure, most calculations concentrate in steps (b) and (d).
Facing to the most time consuming parts of Liu’s approach
(mesh points locating and mapping/relocating), Sun et al.
[24] presented a high efficient algorithm and implementation
scheme to speed up the method. Two main improvements
were proposed. First, a fast locating technique was developed
to locate the background element for the mesh points.
Second, an efficient scheme was proposed that avoided most
of repeated calculations in relocation of the mesh points
in the graph. Both time complexity analysis and testing
results indicated that substantial speedup is achieved for the
proposed algorithm and implementation, while the memory
requirement is even decreased.

In preliminary mesh (Figure 3) it can be seen that some
points on the approximate fracture boundaries are slightly
apart from the exact boundary of the fractures. If the
distances of these points to the exact boundary are regarded
as movement of inner boundaries, then the dynamic grid
deformation algorithm can be employed to recover the exact
fracture boundaries. This is the most important idea of the
proposed method. The points which are already on the exact
boundaries are allowed to remain fixed ormove slightly along
the boundary.

In the dynamic grid deformation algorithm proposed
by Liu et al. [17], the inner boundaries are usually closed.
However, the inner fracture boundaries (see, e.g., Figure 3),
are unclosed and intersected. It is difficult to maintain the
approximate boundaries when generating Delaunay graph
in this case. Fortunately it is not necessary to maintain

the approximate boundaries in our algorithm. Only the
preset points on fracture boundaries and key points on outer
boundaries are required to generate Delaunay graph. Thus
we have the following revised dynamic grid deformation
algorithm based on [24] to perform local correction for
approximate fracture boundaries:

(a) search for approximate fracture boundaries (see
Figure 4(b) for 2D illustration);

(b) generate the Delaunay graph by all points on outer
and approximate boundaries (see Figure 5(a) for 2D
and 5(b) for 3D);

(c) locate the mesh points in the Delaunay graph, cal-
culate and save some intermediate parameters rather
than the relative area/volume ratio coefficients [24];

(d) compute the movement of points on approximate
fracture boundaries;

(e) move the Delaunay graph according to the above
movement (see Figures 5(c) and 5(d));

(f) relocate/map the mesh points in the moved Delaunay
graph according to the parameters saved in step (c)
[24], and obtain the final meshes (see Figure 6).

The movement of Delaunay graph is demonstrated in
Figure 5, and the final meshes are given in Figure 6.

The proposed method is efficient, easy to implement, and
applicable to the cases of initial existing fractures and exten-
sion of fractures. It can exactly construct fracture boundaries
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: Delaunay graph before and after movement. (a) Initial Delaunay graph (2D); (b) initial Delaunay graph (3D); (c) Delaunay graph
after movement (2D); (d) Delaunay graph after movement (3D).

without performing complicated topological transformation
operations.

4. Mesh Quality Improvement

After the local corrections, the fracture boundaries are well
recovered; however, the quality of mesh in particular local
region is probably unsatisfactory. Performing extra mesh
quality improvement is a good choice. In this paper a smooth-
ing algorithm which takes care of the existence of points on
fracture boundaries is employed to raise the mesh quality.
Theoretically the optimization-based smoothing procedures
[25–27] would lead to better results. Unfortunately, applica-
tion of such kind of procedure in practical problem is limited

due to its time consuming cost. In many works, smoothing
was commonly performed by Laplacian smoothing tech-
nique, that is, simply shifting each interior node (free vertex)
to the centroid of the surrounding polyhedron. Although
computationally inexpensive and easy to implement, this
methodmayproduce invalid or illegal tetrahedrons occasion-
ally [27] that are unacceptable in numerical analysis.

Chen and Xu presented the concept of optimal Delaunay
triangulation [28] and developed a quality smoothing scheme
for triangular mesh by minimizing the interpolation error
among all triangulations with the same number of vertices
in the local patch [29]. This optimization-based smoothing
method could solve the optimization problem exactly, and
thus the computational cost is as low as that of Laplacian
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: Final mesh with exact fracture boundary. (a) 2D mesh; (b) cross-section of 3D mesh.

smoothing. Combining this smoothing scheme and the
concept of optimal Delaunay triangulation, Alliez et al. [30]
proposed a Delaunay-based variational approach for tetra-
hedral meshing by minimizing a simple mesh-dependent
energy through global updates of both vertex positions
and connectivity, which is very effective to improve the
quality of “bad” tetrahedrons. Based on the above algorithms,
a modified smoothing scheme is proposed by Sun et al.
[31] to avoid possibility of producing illegal elements while
maintaining high efficiency of the above smoothing schemes.
The main steps of the scheme for three-dimensional case are
listed as follows [31].

(a) Calculate the optimal position 𝑥∗
𝑖
for free vertex 𝑥

𝑖
by

𝑥
∗

𝑖
= −
1

2
Ω𝑖


∑

𝑇𝑗∈Ω𝑖

(∇
𝑥𝑖


𝑇
𝑗


( ∑

𝑥𝑘∈𝑇𝑗

𝑥𝑘 ̸= 𝑥𝑖

𝑥𝑘


2

)), (1)

whereΩ
𝑖
denotes the first ring of vertex 𝑥

𝑖
, |𝑇
𝑗
| is the

volume of tetrahedron 𝑇
𝑗
with respect to vertex 𝑥

𝑖
,

and |Ω
𝑖
| denotes the volume ofΩ

𝑖
.

(b) Check if 𝑥∗
𝑖
causes illegal element.

(c) If there exists no illegal element, accept the new
position; otherwise, solve the optimization problem
in (2) with constrains to obtain the new position of
𝑥
𝑖
:

min 𝐸
Ω𝑖
(𝑥
𝑖
) =
1

4
∑

𝑇𝑗∈Ω𝑖

(

𝑇
𝑗
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𝑥𝑘 ̸= 𝑥𝑖

𝑥𝑘


2

)+

Ω𝑖


4

𝑥𝑖


2

s.t. 𝑇𝑗

> 0.

(2)

The optimization problem in (2) can be solved by inte-
grating chaos search and BFGS algorithm efficiently.

Considering the existence of points on fracture bound-
aries, this section presents a revised smoothing scheme to
improve the quality of mesh. The algorithm is modified as
follows.

(1) For vertex 𝑥
𝑖
on fracture boundaries, solve the

optimization problem in (3) for obtaining the new
position of 𝑥

𝑖
with the constraint equation b(𝑥

𝑖
) = 0,

whichmeans that 𝑥
𝑖
cannot be apart from the fracture

boundary. Consider

min 𝐸
Ω𝑖
(𝑥
𝑖
) =
1

4
∑

𝑇𝑗∈Ω𝑖

(

𝑇
𝑗


∑

𝑥𝑘∈𝑇𝑗

𝑥𝑘 ̸= 𝑥𝑖

𝑥𝑘


2

)+

Ω𝑖


4

𝑥𝑖


2

s.t. 𝑇𝑗

> 0, 𝑏 (𝑥

𝑖
) = 0.

(3)

(2) For other free vertex 𝑥
𝑖
, employ steps (a) to (c) for its

optimal position.

5. Testing Examples

Two examples are selected to demonstrate the effectiveness
and efficiency of the proposed approach. Both examples are
tested onWindows 7 systemwith Intel (R) Core (TM) i3-2120
CPU (3.30GHz) and 16GB memory. The first example is a
two-dimensional fracture network system with 13 individual
and intersected factures (lines in Figure 7(a)). By the pro-
posed techniques of inserting predefined nodes on fractures
and local correction, the factures are constructed precisely.
The final mesh includes 1154 nodes and 2216 triangles. The
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 7: Mesh of 2D fractured network system. (a) A 2D fracture network system; (b) preliminary mesh with approximate fracture
boundaries; (c) final mesh with exact fracture boundaries.

(a) (b)

Figure 8: Mesh of 2D fractured network system with fracture extension. (a) Extension of some initial existing fractures; (b) final mesh.

total elapsed CPU time for mesh generation of this example
is around 0.2 seconds.

We also considered extension of some initial existing
fractures (red line segments in Figure 8(a)). The final mesh

with including initial and extended fractures can easily be
constructed by the proposed local correction approach.

The second example is a three-dimensional DFN system
in a cubic box with 36 circular disk fractures (see Figure 9).
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Figure 9: Mesh of 3D fractured network system (tetrahedrons
around fractures are displayed for clarity).

The final mesh includes 114,605 vertexes and 733,798 tetra-
hedrons. By the proposed techniques of inserting predefined
nodes on fracture surfaces and local correction, all the facture
surfaces are exactly constructed. The total elapsed CPU time
for mesh generation of this example is around 12 seconds,
which indicates the high efficiency of the proposed approach.

6. Conclusions

Modeling and meshing of fractured network system are
usually tedious and difficult due to geometric complexity of
the computational region. Geometric constraints induced by
existence of fractures, especially the extension of the frac-
tures, significantly increase degree of difficulty of meshing
algorithm. To exactly construct fracture boundaries, the so-
called boundary recovery operation based on topological
transformation is usually involved.This traditional operation
relies on many complicated skills and is not easy to imple-
ment.

This paper presents an alternative and efficient approach
for meshing fractured network system. The method firstly
presets points on fractures and then performs Delaunay
triangulation to obtain preliminary mesh by point-by-point
centroid insertion algorithm. Furthermore, the fractures
are exactly recovered by local correction with dynamic
grid deformation approach. Smoothing algorithm is finally
applied to improve the quality of mesh. To fulfill the above
tasks, revised versions of dynamic grid deformation and
smoothing to deal with fracture boundaries are developed.
The proposed approach is efficient, easy to implement, and
applicable to the cases of initial existing fractures and exten-
sion of fractures. It can exactly construct fracture boundaries
without performing complicated topological transformation
operations.

The proposed approach integrates some robust and effi-
cient algorithms, including point-by-point centroid inser-
tion, dynamic grid deformation, and mesh smoothing. Its
effectiveness and high efficiency are demonstrated by a
number of two- and three-dimensional examples inmodeling
geological problem.
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